
Bin WHITE WINE           175ml 75cl 
———————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 
 

01 SANTA ALBA, SAUVIGNON BLANC        £5.20 £20.95 
 CENTRAL VALLEY, CHILE 
 Vibrant Chilean white bursting grapefruit and mixed tropical fruits, fresh, zingy finish 
 

02 LUNARDI, PINOT GRIGIO         £5.20 £20.95 
 VENEZIE, ITALY 
 Fruity yet refined style of Pinot Grigio, distinct green apple and juicy pear flavour 
 

03 CHARDONNAY           £5.20 £20.95 

 DOMAINE PEIRIERE, AZILLE,  FRANCE 
 Family owned estate, intense aroma of fresh tropical fruits and a touch of butter. 

A well balanced wine with long aftertaste 
 

04  SNAPPER ROCK, SAUVIGNON BLANC        £7.25 £29.95 
 MARLBOROUGH, NEW ZEALAND 
 Classic kiwi fruit and gooseberry aromas, long zingy lemon and lime finish 
               undertones, a pure Marlborough Sauvignon 
 

05 SIMONSIG CHENIN BLANC          £22.50 

 SIMONSIG EST, SOUTH AFRICA 
 Fruity, dry and full bodied with attractive slightly honey aroma 

 

06  RIOJA BLANCO ‘FINCAS DE LA VILLA’ BODEGAS MURIEL      £24.95 

  RIOJA, SPAIN                                                                                                                                                         

  Delicious, crisp, white wine from 100% Viura grapes selected from Rioja Alta and Rioja Alavesa, 
  clean lines and fresh citrus fruits throughout 

 

07 MUSCADET SUR LIE            £26.95                    
     LOIRE, FRANCE 
  Crisp with refreshing, flinty notes of lime and apple, produced 'Sur Lie' for extra complexity of flavour 

 

08 ROBERTO SAROTTO, GAVI DI GAVI         £30.95  
  PIEMONTE, ITALY 
  Wonderful expression of Gavi, floral and citrus aromas, spiced green apple 

 

09 ALBARIÑO, PAZO TORRADO          £33.70 
RIAS BAIXAS, SPAIN 
Textbook Albariño from the Salnes Valley in Rias Baixas, Galicia. Ultra fresh, lively floral  
and citrus with amazing layered mineral notes 
 

10 DOMAINE DE LA FEUILLARDE, MACON CHARNAY       £34.90 
 BURGUNDY, FRANCE 
 Creamy flavours explode on the palate with buttery overtones, hints of pineapple  
  with long elegant finish 

 

11 SANCERRE, DOMAINE LEGROS          £37.50 

 LOIRE, FRANCE 
 Elegant and complex Sancerre with a good depth of fruit, beautifully poised aromatics, 
 zesty fruits and minerality, great balance 

 
 

12 CHABLIS, DOMAINE DES MAUPERTHIUS        £42.00 
 BURGUNDY, FRANCE 
 This little domaine in the village of Prehy makes great austere Chablis in the traditional drier style 
 
 
 
 

Please note that a 125ml wine measure is available upon request. 

 
 
 
 
 

Bin ROSÉ WINE           175ml 75cl 

———————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 
 

13 KE BONTA, PINK PINOT GRIGIO            £5.20   £20.95 
PROVINCIA DI PAVIA, ITALY 
Pretty pink colour, full of fresh cherry and raspberry fruits, refreshing palate   

     
 

14 SANCERRÉ ROSÉ 2016, DOMAINE LEGROS        £37.50 

       LOIRE FRANCE 

         Great dry Rosé from the Loire made from the classic Pinot Noir grape 

 

 
 

Bin RED WINE           175ml 75cl 
———————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 
 

17 LA VILLA REAL TEMPRANILLO SYRAH 2016       £5.20   £20.95

 LA MANCHA, SPAIN 

  The soft gentle tones of the Tempranillo with the body of the Syrah (Shiraz) makes a 

  flavoursome Spanish red with plenty of style and character. 
 

18 CASA PAULITA, MERLOT                            £5.20     £20.95 

CENTRAL VALLEY, CHILE 
Soft and supple with jammy plum, cherry and red fruits, a great all-rounder. 

19 LA GRAN BESTIA, MALBEC          £5.55     £24.50 

MENDOZA, ARGENTINA 
Delightful expression of brambly Malbec with a splash of Bonarda sourced from carefully selected  
vineyards across Mendoza. Expect mixed spice, bramble fruits with a smooth nicely balanced finish 

 

20  BLOCKHEAD ESTATE, SHIRAZ                                                                                                                        £21.95 

WESTERN CAPE, SOUTH AFRICA 
Dark rich red with layers of inviting crushed dark berry fruits, entwined with spice and pepper. 

 

21 MURIEL CRIANZA RIOJA ‘FINCAS DE LA VILLA        £25.95 

Rioja, Spain 
 Instantly recognisable Rioja, dark cherry fruits entwined with coffee, vanilla and wood spice. 

Produced from 100% Tempranillo grapes sourced from vineyards in Rioja Alta and Rioja Alavesa  
and aged in American oak for 12 months. 

 

22  BRINDISI RISERVA 2013, MASSERIA DEL GELSO         £31.00 

PUGLIA, ITALY 

A superb example of Italian wine at its very best. A good bit of body but with a deep 

and long luscious flavour 

23 PETER LEHMANN LAYERS          £32.00  

BAROSSA VALLEY, AUSTRALIA 

The innovative Layers blends use traditional Barossa varieties as a base upon which to  

build wines that express the new face of the Barossa. Grenache blended with Shiraz,  

firm, savoury Tempranillo and earthy Mourvedre. 

24 JOFFRE GRANDE MALBEC 2017/18         £34.00 

MENDOZA, ARGENTINA 

A full bodied style of Malbec with soft tannins and a strong finish. Pairs nicely with a steak and curry. 

All grapes are hand picked so only the best are used 

 

Please note that a 125ml wine measure is available upon request. 

 
 
 
 
 

Bin PROSECCO & CHAMPAGNE        200ml 75cl 
———————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 
 



 

26 BELLA GUILIANA PROSECCO         £8.25   £27.95 
 ITALY 
 Consistently delicious Prosecco from the beautiful countryside of Veneto, 
 think Lake Garda to Venice, soft orchard fruits and uplifting sparkle. 

 

27  JOLY BRUT CHAMPAGNE          £49.95          

             CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE                              Half Bottle    £29.95  

  A small award winning growers Champagne from the Joly family vineyard. Made mainly  

              from Pinot Meunier grapes. 

 

28 JOLY BRUT CHAMPAGNE ROSE  37.5cl                                                             Half Bottle   £29.95
 BRUT PINK CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE 

  A small award winning growers Champagne from the Joly family vineyard. Made mainly from  

  Pinot Meunier grapes 

  

29 VEUVE CLICQUOT PONSARDIN BRUT N.V        £78.00 
 FRANCE 
 Iconic Champagne, a superb marriage of freshness and power, with rich fruit and fine, 
 long lasting bubbles.  
                

 
 
 

Bin DESSERT WINES          50ml 
———————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 
 

30  PATRITTA FAMILY LIQUEUR MUSCAT        £4.50

 MCLAREN VALE AUSTRALIA 

    Immensely concentrated from the family run vineyards. Hints of toffee and molasses. 

31  MARC DE CHAMPAGNE AND TRUFFLE LIQEUR        £6.20  

    Very moreish. Velvet smooth with white chocolate and a little kick 
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Our wine philosophy is straightforward. In terms of style, we look for wines of balance, 

wines that are true to type (representative of their origins), and wines that will 
complement our food menu; the focus is of course fresh fish and seafood.  

Therefore, there is a natural bias towards white wines, although we consider there to be 
something appealing to everyone.  
 

We work with small suppliers who have developed relationships with a strong portfolio of 
small, quality-focused wine producers. Wherever possible, we prefer to offer these wines 

to our customers as, in our opinion, not only do smaller producers inevitably offer a 
superior combination of quality and value for money, many of those that appear in our 

list are benchmark producers for their region. 
 
We have taken much pleasure in creating our wine list and we have a number of wines, 

including a couple of our favourites, from the Gavi di Gavi, which is good with or without 
food and we have fond memories of visiting vineyards, one of our favourite estates  -

Brokenwood in the Hunter Valley. 
 

We do hope that you enjoy our selection and welcome your comments and feedback.  
 
 

Simon & Sian 
 
 

 
As we prefer to work with smaller wine producers, there are the odd occasions when a wine is unavailable, 

although we aim to keep this to a minimum. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 


